Global Roadheader Market Is Expected to Reach US$ 440 Mn by 2025
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Global Roadheader market report contains a complete product overview and its scope in the market to define the key terms and provide the clients a holistic idea of the market and its tendency.

Los Angeles, CA -- (SBWire) -- 04/11/2019 -- Roadheader is kind of combine machine which could realize cutting, load, conveyor, automatic moving, spreading fog and cleaning dust. It almost uses on tunnel of coal mine, at recent years, the range of working of roadheader is greatly developing. It becomes mainly using on highway, railway, metro, national defense engineering project, water conservancy project, nonferrous metal and nonmetal mining tunnel, and mining exploring, etc.

Factors such as need to reduce environmental pollution from excavation process, increase in mining activates in the Asia-Pacific region, and rise in underground parking system in residential and commercial buildings fuel the growth of the roadheaders market. However, expensive pricing and long process in approval of new mining projects are few factors that affect the growth of the market.

Click to view the full report TOC, figure and tables: https://www.qyresearch.com/index/detail/1057046/global-roadheader-market

Tunnel excavation using roadheaders is widespread and popular due to the high precision and relative cost effectiveness of mobilising the equipment and especially when dealing with soft to medium strength rock, as the equipment is able to excavate without weakening the surrounding structure. There are projects now that prefer, if not stipulate, the use of roadheaders due to the high cost of operating TBMs and for projects on which drill+blast is restricted, especially in urban areas or below buildings, or wherever the danger arises of damage due to blasting shock waves.

Cost factors are increasingly prevalent when choosing the tunnel excavation method and for excavation of rock of less than 100 MPa, tunnelling with a roadheader can provide cost savings when compared also to drill+blast. The other significant advantage of a roadheader is that its use is continuous. The material is cut, it falls down at the face, is picked up by the loading mechanism, transported from the machine and hauled away.

The global Roadheader market was 350 million US$ in 2018 and is expected to 440 million US$ by the end of 2025, growing at a CAGR of 3.3% between 2019 and 2025.


This report studies the Roadheader market size (value and volume) by players, regions, product types and end industries, history data 2014-2018 and forecast data 2019-2025; This report also studies the global market
competition landscape, market drivers and trends, opportunities and challenges, risks and entry barriers, sales channels, distributors and Porter's Five Forces Analysis.

Geographically, this report is segmented into several key regions, with sales, revenue, market share and growth Rate of Roadheader in these regions, from 2014 to 2025, covering

North America (United States, Canada and Mexico)

Europe (Germany, UK, France, Italy, Russia and Turkey etc.)

Asia-Pacific (China, Japan, Korea, India, Australia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia and Vietnam)

South America (Brazil etc.)

Middle East and Africa (Egypt and GCC Countries)

The various contributors involved in the value chain of the product include manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, intermediaries, and customers. The key manufacturers in this market include

Sandvik

SANY GROUP

XCMG

Antraquip

BBM Group

Famur

Sunward

Mitsui Miike Machinery

DHMS

MSB Schmittwerke

By the product type, the market is primarily split into

Cutting Power
Cutting Power 100-300 kW
Cutting Power >300 kW

By the end users/application, this report covers the following segments
Coal Mine

Roadway Development

Rock

Others
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